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TEACHERS' ATTITUDES TOWARD PUBLISHERS' TESTS

.Charles/Stansfield, Oniyersity of Colorado

0.

4'

Since thethe latter half of the 1960's,-it has be-en.customary for

commercial, Publishers to issue a series of classroom tests to accompany

4k4

their textbcok, materials. I have found the reaction to these to

be mostly favorable among those who use them, e ecially during the

o

'firsi'couple or years Ad-so long as the students perform fairly well.

Yet, a look at the supplementary tests published by such companies

as Holt, Rinehart, and Winston; HarcoUrt, Brace and Jovenovich;
4 ,

Macmillan; Rafid McNally; Houghton-Mifflin; and McGraw-Hill, shows

Considerable differences in style and format. Some are limited to

objective type items which can be easily scored.' Others contain

non-objective items almost exclusively. Some tests only assess

3

:I' reading-and writing, while others assess listening, reading, and

writing, and some assess all four skills. Some tests contain only

20 items while others contain 60 or more.

A

When a publishing house develops a new series of materials,

perhaps the major question it faces is one of finances., Given an

unlimited sales potential., it cobld develop supplementary materials

3
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of all kinds. But today editors know that enrollments are down,

the competition is fierce, 'and money fpr purchasing is limited, with,

the result that it is'necessa'ry to make early but critical
p

decisions as to which-anoillary materials are essential to the sale

,of a text, and which are not. In short, the publisher is frequently

faced with a dilemma: teachers request that all kinds of materials

4

be'developed, but frequently do not purchase' them if they are.

Examples of such supplementary materials' include teacher'd manuals,

2

teacher's editions of the text, vocabulary cards, workbooks, laboratory

manuals, individualized study guides, transparencies, filmstrips,

dialog p7ters, 16 mm. films, separate'readers, reel-to-reel tapes,

cassette tapes, and unit tests.

, In order to resolve this'problem, at least one publisher, Holt,

Rinehart, and Winston, has been wise enough 6 conduct a scientific

survey of the foreign language teaching population.

In the Spring of 1974, this writer chaired a team which developed

4

a 125 item suestionnaire for teachers on high school foreign, language

O

materials. Other m mbprs of the committee included: Mary Sexton, a

teacher of French at` -Ranum High School 'in Denver; Doctor Arno Preller,

University in' sort Collins;

Cand.date in Educational Research at the

professor of German at Colorado State

\,\.
-and Roy Gabriel, h.

University of Colorado in Boulder. The committee met all dIty for

A
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five consecutive Saturdays in order toftevelor its survey instrument..

It was, pretested on ten foreign language teachers at differ9t.sphools

in the Denver,area, by having each read and respond to all items.

A committee member was present to answer any questions pkclarify

matters WhiCh oeempd unclear, after'whieh the member took notes on the

f,
/ ,

problem'or discussion at the final "meeting. Following some brief

.\'
revisions and a second pretesting on three more teachers, i4.he instruien

was printed 'by the publisher and -mailed to 3,500 secondary-Schtls1

department chairmen throughout the country on April 19, 1974.

business amply envelope, separate mark-sense answer sheet; and umber

0

two soft-ledd pencil were also included in the packet. Cf a 3,500

questionnaires sent, 1,424 were returned to the publisher The data

were then thllied by computer and the results displayer on a computer

printout.

Although the main corpus of the results must remain confidential,

I can report to you on the responses-to the sevOn questions conce rning

supplementary testg.

RESULTS,

Perhaps most surprising to testing-'specialists and publishers

0

'alike is the finding that 2/3 of the teachers claim that theyonever

use any teats they have not thembelVeo prepared. In response to the

/ 5
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question, "How frequently do you prepare your'own tests ?", 67% marked

always, 28% sometimes, 2% rarely, and 1% river. The 'reliability of this'':
y , --,

..
, ... . .

response is corroborated by another.item of the,questibrinaire irhich

asks teachers to rank'in order of importance the following supplementary

materials: tapes; workbook, guide to,indiVidualization, teacher6'

a

panual, andtests. ...On this item, tests were ranked fourth,,followed.
. 1

by the guide to individualization. Additional Corroboration is found

in a later, item which asked the teachers to rank the same publishers'

(1'
A 'materials in frequency of use. Here again, the same order prevailed.

.

It is interesting to notv'that only 50% of the German teachers respOnded

always to this question. I. have no baticfactory explanation. to 'offer

1
. t)

for this discrepancy but it does appear ant Gorman tenehorn are mor4
, g

. 7

likely to `make gse of publishers' tests than teachers of French or

Star:Ash.

*

On 0

,

Another item which might illuminate this matter asks the question
1

1.
.

%
.-,,,

"How essential to a series do you consider publishers' supplementary

test)"' o 'be?" with the options being very essential, somewhat Aesential,
. .

not essential, and I would not use them. While the modal response for

all languages was somewhat essential, 28% of the German teachers
.

responded very essential, as compared to 19% of the French and Spanish

teachers.

k-
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Authdrs of textbooks on testing, especially Rebecca
,

-1, -

' for past 50 years, been promoting the "new type" or objective test
.-

Vtaiti, which can be mane 'reliably scared: One advantage of such tests

,

alette., have;

4

,when-applied to foreign languages is that they do not require students

V

to waste time rewriting entire sektehces when the instructor is only

intDrested in.grading for a particular learning probfemisuch,verb,

object pronoun, or adjective placement. Because of this, the°

objective/ test,._ it is

items in

, the que

pOssible to give%,the student a greater number of.

he same amount of time, which; of course, acts favorably,on

n of content-validity.
It

.

In/ r4.4) to of the prestigous positi

Anierican education, and their apparent

-1/4,

n occupied by'objective tear in

dvantages, the foreign languagd

depart entehairmen surveyed rejected 1, em overwhelmingly. In response

to thr!. question "Should publishers' tea s be, based on true -false and
.....

multiple choice itema?:', 84% responded no, 6% x22, and 8% had no opinion.

Again, German teacher' were the most decidedly opposed to

with only 47; rebponding.ase Ad 88% responding no'.

uch tests,

The question of test length is an interesting one. One frequently

hears complaints from teachers that publishers tests are too

taking up too much time. Sill World War II, the concept of

long, thus

the short

'. quiz has become established. Actually the distinction of test versus

quiz existel previously, but under the guise of nkaminaton irersuq

7
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test.? At any rate, during the past decades the education profession

has moved toward shcirtAr, more frequent learning assesdrits,

O

Psychologists claim that this io beneficial oince frequent quizzes tend

to reduce test anxiety.

Nevertheless, the results of the sure see to indicate a

preference for more lengthytests. When asked to 'chogse the optimum

length for a publisher's test (20 30, 40, or 50 minutes), the modal

C7

-response was 40, whiCh was preferred by 46% of the group'. Here again
. ,

German teachers difTerdd from theirs c611 gues in that their second
A

preference was for 50 minute teats, whereas Spanish and.Prench teachers
7

preferred 30 minute over 50 minute tests by a two-to-one margin. This

difference of opinion disappears however on the subject, of final exams.

Here, approximately half of all teachers clearly preferred a two-hour

exam, over others of one hour or three hours in length. Ten percent

of the teachers said they would not give a final examination.

It appears that t e availability of supplementary tests io not a

A

CONCLUSIONS .

. major factor among foreign language department chairmen in the selection

of a.textbook, oince two - thirds do not even.use them. Moreover, the

eaoe.and rapidity with which a multiple choice test can be graded

8
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appears to offer little attraction to teachers. Rather, they would
1

.. . , .

prefer to construct their own tests; and these are generally lengthy,

-

nearly a'fUll period long, and involve a more complete display of langWbge

4

competence than the multiple choice test Offers. Apparerre%y, foreign
,

language teachers were never really attracted by the idea Of testing a
o

single linguistic problem objectivefy as described in Lado and Valette,
3

but rather they are common users of'a more integrative'approach to

language assessment. It is also probable that'teachers simply prefer to .

'

give their own test: rather than one constructed,by spmeone else.
.

Frankly, I doubt that the teacher made test ia better than the
.

Publisher test in reliabijity and validity, and i,t is probaWy often

limited to the writing skill alone. When teachet-made speaking tests pre

'used, Kalivoda has found.them to be lacking inreal communicative activity.
4

The tape'recorded listening tests accompanying publishers materials'

are getierhlly an enjoyable activity for students. Yet, perhapspthese

have bgen discarded due to the ambiguous victureb frequently used as a.

.

stimulus,
5 Again, it is doubtful that many teachers design theirlOWn

listening tests except for the dictation.

The attitudes of German teachers merit further consideration.

,While they tend to use publisher's tea s with greater frequency, at the

bame tiM0
Ithey react more negatively to purely objective measures.

.

.

9
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Perhaps Gex(man teachers are more united, in their reservatons about

discrete- point. tests, but still feel that publishers! tests .offer certain

-.advantages which they-cannot easily duplicate, i.e., structured tests of

listening, speaking, *and reading. In this same vein, their preference for
5, e 7 '4

4001

- longer tests would seem to be an indication of a morethorough approach

to assessment.

Since the size of the sample indicates the probable generalizeability,

,of the data, this study ;oSes several questions. At this point, research

needs to be conducted on the type of testitems most teachers prefer, and

whether or not they are concerned with teating the four skills or even,

two of them.6 If the results proVe negative, and I suspect they might,

teacher trainers must return to this probleril with renewed vigor. Tn the.

final analicis, a test of only one skill is periOuply lacking in validity, .

the moot important concern of all,:

b

o-
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